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ABSTRACT 
 Our interactive installation, volume, is a sanctuary and playground that gives 
users a break from everyday routines.  When the movement of a person is sensed, 
piano music begins playing and an image of a slow galloping Muybridge activates.  This 
balanced combination of auditory and visual input envelopes the passerby into a 
moment of pause, engages a playful spirit and offers an opportunity to transcend the 
confines of a mundane path.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
  The following outlines the conception and prototyping of the design piece entitled 
‘volume’. This is a collaborative installation displayed at Parsons the New School for 
Design by Jia Zhang, Drew Cogbill and Carrie Mae Kreyche. The guidelines for this 
project were to design a mediated play space using computer vision and processing.  
During brainstorming and discussions our group first chose to focus on the context of 
playful moments in nature that include interacting with fireflies, jumping in puddles, 
watching ripples in a pond and seeing gathering storm clouds with strokes of lightening.  
We prototyped different look and feel iterations and researched the best space for 
implementation. The following sections will discuss some early ideas leading up to the 
final iteration of volume, which will be outlined from conception to completion. 
 
CONCEPTS 
 Our starting inspirations were the simple and very alive interactions that one can 
experience with a natural environment.  The flashing and catching of fireflies, the ripples 
water makes from a stepped in a puddle or thrown a rock and the movements of clouds 
in the wind.  We were looking for particular ways to 'soothe' or create sanctuary in the 
space.   
 After experimenting and prototyping fireflies, ripples and abstract cloud particles 
we decided upon the Muybridge horse movement. The image of a trotting horse is not a 
common New York City observance in 2008, yet most people find a certain familiarity 
with this scene through the influence of television and movies.  Some culturally common 
references are of green pastures and of a cowboy galloping into the sunset.  
 In the end we have developed a mobile system that would be appropriate in other 
settings of high activity and stress.  A sanctuary was created through temporary 
removal of auditory and visual cues, which allowed a sense of control.  This sense of 
mastery was transmitted either through direct interaction with the piece (the playing with 
the horse) or through observing other trigger the piece and understanding the basis of 
the change (enlightenment through observation). 
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PUBLIC SPACE OBSERVATION 
 Each group member chose a public space to observe, photograph and explore.  
Drew Cogbill studied the foyer in a New York university dormitory lobby.  
He took notes about the patterns of how people stood and waited for the elevator and 
the mix and variety of students, employees, deliverymen and gym goers.  
 Carrie Mae Kreyche observed the busy stairwell inside the City Bakery on West 
18th Street (see example 1).  She documented the use of handrails, the flowing stream 
of customers who moved up and down the stairwell, how often they paused on the 
landing and what were the common points of interaction.   
 

   
Example 1: CITY BAKERY 18th Street   New York City 

 After the first round of prototypes our group decided upon the space where Jia 
Zhang completed her study, the foyer of Parsons School of Design on the corner of 13th 
Street and 5th Avenue. (See example 2)  This space had the most options for trying out 
implementation options such as distance, angles, surfaces and brightness.  A great 
advantage to this area is it also has a continuous stream of people through the day and 
evening hours.   
 

 
Example 2: Parsons The New School of Design Foyer 5th Ave & 13th Street NYC 

 
FIRST PROTOTYPES  
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 Our first set of simple prototypes explored the use of the individual sites and 
combined them with our initial concepts.   We explored three prototypes - look and feel, 
role and implementation.     
 
Look and feel: 

   
 
Role: 

    
 
Implementation: 
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SECOND PROTOTYPES 
 Our second rounds of prototypes were more high resolution and were built with 
processing - computer vision and blob detection.  Below are some images of the code 
prototypes. 
 
Ripples: 

 
Noise: 

 
Fireflies: 
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THIRD PROTOTYPE / FIRST INSTALLATION  
 At this time we further explored the resolution of our prototypes and decided in 
which direction to go.  We collectively decided to focus on the noise iteration.  This one 
seemed the most dynamic and offered the proper challenging level of coding and 
participation that we were comfortable with.   
 The Noise installation involved testing different image sequences and music 
pairings.  Before installing it, it was thought that literal image and music pairings might 
take away from the idea of sanctuary and make the experience too specific. This was 
proven wrong during installation however, when we discovered that the use of images 
drew people to the installation more than more abstract content. 
 The Noise prototype was projected in 2 areas within the Parsons foyer.  It was 
first projected on the edge of a wall across from an elevator, and then it was moved to 
shine next to the elevator.   
 

 
 
FINAL PROTOTYPE 
 After placing Noise in the space we felt that a stronger visual presence was 
needed.  We added the simple motion graphic of the Muybridge horse endlessly running 
along with a musical composition by the composer Nico Muhly.  We returned to the 
Parsons foyer and projected onto two different surfaces and two different sizes.   
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STRENGTHS + WEAKNESSES 
 We found that volume has numerous strengths.  People were easily and 
temporarily mesmerized by the image of the moving horse and music.  Technically it 
was simple and worked well in a variety of spaces.  The project required a basic and 
direct interaction with the user and this allowed all people passing by to become 
voluntary participants.  The visual of trotting horse is distinct and yet a familiar image to 
most observers and offers a comfortable surprise especially placed in a very modern 
environment.  The moving image further explores the juxtaposition of white walls and 
green pastures and earthen ground combining two settings that are kept separate in 
real life. 
 We found that a stronger, concrete visual image versus the abstract one was 
ultimately more effective because it was more quickly visually noticeable, and it allowed 
for unexpected more 'realistic' interaction such as when the pink shoed person slaps the 
horse on rear to encourage it to move.  We also observed that the final installation was 
more effective because it created more opportunities for triangulation and allowed the 
sanctuary to be more directly interacted with instead of just through observation. Users 
deepened their overall level of engagement and experience and though that doesn't 
make it inherently stronger, it was people engaged for longer periods of time with the 
horse than they did with the with the noise. 
 The design of volume could be improved by adding additional levels of 
interaction.  We discovered that people who became more involved in playing with the 
installation seemed to want additional options.  We could see adding varying levels of 
speed in the movement of the horse, ranging from a slow trot to a full gallop, and having 
the auditory volume become louder and more distinct depending on the feet positions of 
the users.  The density and number of people in the space could also affect the level of 
auditory noise and the color range of the image. 
 
PRECEDENTS 
 

 
 One precedent that we found inspiring is Waves created by Daniel Palacios in 
Jumenez, Spain in 2006.  It is a kinetic interactive installation that uses a long piece of 
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rope to represent sound waves floating through space.  The rope is triggered to move 
by the ambient sound and becomes quite chaotic when there is lots of movement and 
sound around the installation. 

 
 Another installation that uses a mixture of projection and layers of images is 
‘Where are you?’ Panascope 360 by Luc Courchesne from Canada in 2005.  It is a 
projected immersive environment and the artist says this – “At scale 0, the world looks 
like a simple XYZ grid defining the experience of the navigable space. At scale +1, the 
world turns into an archive of pictures, sounds, texts and objects (the author’s). Zooming 
out at scale +2, elements of this archive become particles in a “molecular” world of self-
organizing clouds of lights reminiscent of late 19th century impressionistic views of the 
world and of a nascent abstraction. Zooming yet further out at scale +3 reveals a 
sublime landscape of mountains and valleys in tune with the 18th century idea of the 
picturesque.” Quote taken from this website 
http://www.mediartchina.org/?q=recomb/panoscope 
 
FUTURE WORK 
 This installation can be transported to most public spaces within certain size 
allowances of a minimum of 3 feet to an unlimited maximum.  For our prototypes we 
chose public transient spaces with varying amounts of traffic throughout the day.  A 
public space with transient traffic would be ideal for further installation.  The installation 
requirements are computer with camera or portable web-camera, projector, speakers, 
projection surface and electrical extension cord.  
 volume travels well.  We were able to adjust the projection to fit on columns, 
walls, and other architectural elements.  We could foresee it being projected and 
installed in a variety of circumstances including glass windows or walls, inside elevators 
and even outside of a large building exterior.  
 This project is on its way to becoming an excellent exhibition piece.  After further 
development we could see it being shown at any number of places including Conflux, 
Ars Electronica, Documenta 12, Conflux, Sonar Art, Futura and as a temporary exhibit in 
the new foyer of Parsons New School for Design on the corner of 13th Street and 5th 
Avenue in New York City.    
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CONCLUSION 
 volume was the first installation created using computer vision and processing 
by Drew Cogbill, Jia Zhang and Carrie Mae Kreyche.  We conclude that this project 
matched our skill levels and challenged us in new ways.  Many ideas were discussed 
and numerous prototypes were explored and this leaves a new conceptual body of work 
to draw from for future installation projects or for continuing to deepen the interaction 
with this project.  We all feel that working with volume has both stimulated and 
educated us in a way that motivates us to want to make more work with both processing 
and computer vision.   This feels as if it is just a creative beginning. 
 
 
 


